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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_259740.htm Transformation(6次)1. These

continual ________ in temperature make it impossible to decide

what to wear. (04/6)A)transitions B) transformations C) exchanges

D) fluctuations2. Retirement is obviously a very complex ____

period. and the earlier you start planning for it, the better.

(03/6)A)transformation B)transmission C)transaction D)transition

3. The ________ from childhood to adulthood is always critical time

for everybody. (01/6)A)conversion B)transition C)turnover

D)transformation 4. There is much I enjoy about the changing

seasons, but my favorite time is the ______ fromfall to winter.

(00/6)A) transmission B) transformation C) transition D) transfer 5.

He attends to the _______ of important business himself. (98/6)A)

transaction B) transition C) transmission D) transformation6. It will

be safer to walk the streets because people will not need to carry large

amounts of cash. virtually all financial _______ will be conducted by

computer. (97/6)A) transactions B) transmissions C) transitions D)

transformationsHamper(4次)1. The local business was not much

____by the sudden outbreak of the epidemic. (03/9)A) intervened

B) insulated C) hampered D) hoisted2. The commission would find

itself ____ at every turn if its members couldn’t reach an

agreement. (02/6)A) collided B) savaged C) crumbled D) hampered

3. Small farms and the lack of modern technology have ______

agricultural production.(01/1)A) blundered B) tangled C)



bewildered D) hampered4. The work in the office was ___ by a

constant stream of visitors. (97/6)A)confused B) hampered C)

reversed D) perplexedIllusion(4次)1. It is a(n) ________ that the

French eat so much rich food and yet have a relatively low rate of

heart disease. (04/6)A) analogy B) paradox C) correlation D)

illusion2. The design of this auditorium shows a great deal of _____.

We have never seen such a building before. (03/6)A) invention B)

illusion C) originality D) orientation 3. The magician made us think

he cut the girl into pieces but it was merely an _____. (02/6)A)

illusion B) impression C) image D) illumination4. We must look

beyond ________ and assumptions and try to discover what is

missing.(01/1)A) justifications B) illusions C) manifestations D)

specificationsEngagement(3次)1. The ______ on this apartment

expires in a years time. (00/6)A) treaty B) lease C) engagement D)

subsidy2. The cultures of China and Japan hare shared many

features, but each has used them according to its national______ .

(99/6)A) engagement B) destiny C) capacity D) temperament3. On

weekends my grandma usually __________ a glass of wine. (97/1)A)

subscribes to B) engages in C) hangs on D) indulges inDuplicate(2

次)1. The first sentence in this paragraph is ____. it can be

interpreted in many ways. (03/9)A) intricate B) ambiguous C)

duplicated D) confused2. Recently a number of cases have been

reported of young children _______ a violent act previously seen on

television. (97/6)A) modifying B) duplicating C) accelerating D)
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